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Framework

• Establishment of Sustrans the sustainable transport charity in 1977 and National Cycle Network (NCN) vision. Role of sister company Railway Paths Ltd in land assembly and land management.

• Development of National Cycle Network in Wales – key landmarks

  1. Millennium Commission Grants programme
  2. EU ERDF Grants and Valleys tourism development
  3. Celtic Trail NCN core route development across South Wales
  4. Partnerships with local Authorities and Welsh Government
  5. Partnerships with Regional Transport consortia – Sewta and SWITCH
  7. Ongoing improvements, interpretation and maintenance work
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Websites

• sustrans.org.uk

• railwaypaths.org.uk
Conclusions:

Disused railways and tramway routes have provided an excellent basis for the creation of a close network of approx. 116km shared use surfaced paths for walkers and cyclists in the South Wales valleys probably unrivalled elsewhere in the UK.

There is still scope for a number of improvements especially the creation of missing links and avoidance of heavily trafficked roads and crossings.

There is considerable potential for more on-site, electronic and published multi-lingual interpretation material to reflect the European importance of industrial heritage along these routes.